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every parent raising a child, every woman who ever strove for career success, and anyone interested in how
leadership works.
Kein Drache weit und breit - Lou Carter 2018-03

Das Buch ohne Bilder - B.J. Novak 2016-11-14
Sie werden sicher denken, dass ein Buch ohne Bilder langweilig und sehr ernst ist. Außer ... wenn das Buch
so funktioniert: Alles, was in diesem Buch steht, MUSS vorgelesen werden. Selbst wenn da steht: BLORK
oder BLuuRF. Selbst wenn es sich um ein absurdes Lied handelt, das davon erzählt, wie Sie einen Floh zum
Frühstück verspeisen. Selbst wenn dieses Buch Sie dazu bringt, komische und peinliche Geräusche zu
machen. Und vor allem – wenn Sie und Ihre Kinder nicht mehr aufhören können zu lachen! Wunderbar
schräg und total albern – Das Buch ohne Bilder gehört zu den Büchern, die Kinder immer wieder
vorgelesen haben wollen und Eltern immer wieder gerne vorlesen. Sagen Sie nicht, wir hätten Sie nicht
gewarnt – dieses Buch kennt kein Erbarmen! Mit Audio-Lesung. Gesamtspielzeit: 4:50 Min. E-Book mit
Audio-Links: Je nach Hardware/Software können die Audio-Links direkt auf dem Endgerät abgespielt
werden. In jedem Fall können die Audio-Links über jede Browser-Software geöffnet und über ein
Audiogerät abgespielt werden.
The Book of the Film and the Film of the Book - Wayne Levy 1995

Unreal Collection - Paul Jennings 2015-11-18
The Paul Jennings phenomenon began with the publication of Unreal! in 1985. Thirty years and eight
million books later, children all around the world continue to devour his stories. This special anniversary
edition contains thirty stories, hand picked by the author from across his funny, spooky, weird and
wonderful Un- books, and others. This book is sure to have readers laughing out loud.
Australian Children's Books: 1989-2000 - Marcie Muir 2004
This third volume brings the series up to the year 2000 and includes a consolidated index to all the
volumes, which enables readers to identify and locate books published in a particular year.
Whitaker's Little Book of Knowledge - Bloomsbury Publishing 2018-05-17
An authoritative, quirky trivia book divided into themed chapters. Whitaker's Little Book of Knowledge
contains thousands of general knowledge gems: from everything you learned at school to fascinating lists of
contemporary 'top-tens', mini-biographies of famous artists and writers, plus condensed guides to films and
works of art and literature. In addition, there is a light-hearted journey down memory lane featuring
humorous entries on forgotten treasures from different decades and a stand-alone sport chapter with
guides to both well-known and obscure sports, key rules, a glossary of terms and short biographies of the
world's greatest sporting heroes. Facts are both newly researched and drawn from the rich treasure-trove
of the Whitaker's Almanack archive, which dates back to 1868. Whitaker's Little Book of Knowledge is a
truly unique ready-reference containing fascinating facts for every trivia buff while providing a unique
insight into the world from the 19th century through to the present day.
The Cabbage Patch Fib - Paul Jennings 1988
When Dad tells Chris that babies grow out of cabbages, Chris sets off to search in the vegie patch where he
finds a baby.
The Nest - Paul Jennings 2009-03-02
I hear a dragging sound followed by my father's limping appearance at the door. I look at him in horror.
He's starting at me, glasses askew, waving the birds' nest. 'You imbecile. You left me hanging there. What
were you trying to do? Kill me?' If only he knew. I'm not trying to kill him. I'm trying not to kill him! 'The
tender yet unsparing depth of characterisation in the novel is matched by the limped beauty of the writing,
the sensual evocation of the snowfields setting and the compelling nature of the story.' Weekend Australian
'A dark, gripping tale.' The Age 'The ending is a dramatic as they come.' Sydney Morning Herald
Uncovered! - Paul Jennings 1995-11-01
I'm Uncovered . . . I try to hide my nakedness with my hand. But it doesn't work. Everyone can see. Also on
show . . . Bad rabbit habits. Rapt – in toilet paper. Birds with teeth. A live face on the wall.
Paul Jenning's Spookiest Stories - Paul Jennings 2007-10-01
The Paul Jennings phenomenon began with the publication of Unreal! in 1985 and, eight million books later,
readers all around the world continue to devour his stories. This special edition anthology boasts twenty of
Paul's spookiest, fun-filled yarns, hand picked by the author for a spine-tingling reading experience.

Round the Twist - Paul Jennings 1990
The bestselling book and TV series as seen on Netflix. Round the Twist boasts three short stories and the
low down on how the TV series was made. Fact, fiction and fun from the fantastic pen of Paul Jennings.
From bestselling and beloved author Paul Jennings comes the inside scoop from the making of his Round
the Twist stories into the hugely popular TV series, now enjoying a new life on Netflix. Including three short
stories that were made into episodes, behind-the-scenes glimpses of the actors and sets, and loads of extra
fun tidbits to bring the zany world of Round the Twist to a whole new audience.
Bloodbath - Patricia Edgar 2006-01-01
Patricia Edgar has been named one of the ten most influential people in the development of Australian
television production. Her candid memoir offers a rare behind-the-scenes look at the television industry and
its politics. It also tells her own story-of how a young girl from Mildura became a leading innovator in
Australian children's television production, and a voice to be reckoned with in a tough business. As a
regulator and policy maker, Dr Edgar's take-no-prisoners style won her great fans and made her bitter
enemies. Dr Edgar was the first woman appointed to the Australian Broadcasting Control Board. For ten
years she fought for more locally produced, first-release children's drama on Australian television. In the
early 1980s she helped establish the Australian Children's Television Foundation, creating some of the most
celebrated television ever produced for Australian children, including the Round the Twist series, which
sold into more than 100 countries. During her twenty-year tenure, the ACTF won multiple awards including
a coveted Emmy and made co-productions with the BBC, Disney and Revcom. Along the way, Dr Edgar
worked with a host of notable Australians, including Janet and Robert Holmes O Court, Bruce Gyngell,
Hazel Hawke, Phillip Adams, Gulumbu Yunupingu and her brothers Galarrwuy and Mandawuy, Steve
Vizard, Hilary McPhee and Paul Jennings. Bloodbath sets its author's triumphs and setbacks in the
television industry into the wider perspective of political and economic change, the forces of consumerism
and the global marketplace. This memoir reveals Dr Edgar as she really is-a sensitive, thoughtful,
determined woman, still working to make the media environment one of quality not pap and a force for
learning as well as entertainment. Bloodbath is a must-read for every Australian in the media industry,
paul-jennings-round-the-twist
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Australia and New Zealand - Ben Goldsmith 2010
Offers an in-depth look at the cinema produced in these two countries since the turn of the 20th century.
Through essays about prominent genres and themes, profiles of directors, and more, this guide explores the
diversity and distinctiveness of films from Australia and New Zealand from Whale Rider to The Piano to
Wolf Creek.
Paul Jenning's Weirdest Stories - Paul Jennings 2006-10-30
Paul Jennings' books are enjoyed by millions of children throughout the world. From the hugely popular
UnCollected series comes this special selection of tales – a showcase of Paul's storytelling talents at their
very best . . . and weirdest!
The Reading Bug... and How You Can Help - Paul Jennings 2008-03-03
This new edition of the bestselling guide contains a supplementary chapter, plus fully updated booklists.
'No matter where they go, children lost in books will always find their way home.' Your child deserves the
best reading teacher in the world. And the one person who will read more than anyone else to help your
child learn to read... is you. In this clear and humour-filled guide, Paul Jennings cuts through the jargon and
the controversies to show every parent practical and effective ways for helping their child to catch the
reading bug. This legendary children's author has spent years teaching, lecturing, writing and parenting.
Now you can benefit from his advice. In this book: brilliant booklists for your child - now updated and
expandedthe whole reading experience explainedgreat cartoons and anecdotessupplementary chapter on
the special reading needs of boys
Der Maulbeerbaum - Allison Rushby 2019-02-26
Die zehnjährige Immy und ihre Familie ziehen in ein kleines Dorf bei Cambridge in England. In einem
idyllischen Cottage wollen sie alles, was in Australien bedrückend war, hinter sich lassen. Aber ein uralter,
dunkler, riesiger Baum im Garten stört ihren Frieden. Die Dorfbewohner fürchten ihn und erzählen, er
würde die Mädchen des Hauses in der Nacht vor ihrem elften Geburtstag rauben. Das ist natürlich
Humbug, meint Immy, bis ein merkwürdiges Lied in ihrem Kopf auftaucht und sie merkt, dass fast alle im
Dorf sie und das Cottage meiden ... Allison Rushby versteht es, den Leser sofort zu fesseln, und kreiert bis
zur Lösung des Rätsels einen ungeheuren Spannungsbogen, der altersspezifische Themen wie
Schulwechsel, Vorurteile, Liebe zu und Konflikte mit den Eltern ebenso umfasst wie große
Themenkomplexe wie Empathie, Depression, Verantwortung und wahre Freundschaft.
Unreal! - Paul Jennings 1994-06-06
It's Unreal . . . the flies were up to my armpits and they were still falling. I was scared out of my wits. I
didn't want to drown in a sea of flies. It's all a bit much really. A reunion of bones. The irresistible kisser.
Wonder underpants. Cow-dung custard.
Writing Feature Stories - Matthew Ricketson 2020-07-29
Good writing engages as it informs and feature journalism offers writers the opportunity to tell deep,
affecting stories that look beyond the immediate mechanics of who, what, where and when and explore the
more difficult-and more rewarding- questions: how and why? Whether you're a blogger, a news journalist or
an aspiring lifestyle reporter, a strong voice and a fresh, informed perspective remain in short supply and
strong demand; this book will help you craft the kind of narratives people can't wait to share on their social
media feeds. Writing Feature Stories established a reputation as a comprehensive, thought-provoking and
engaging introduction to researching and writing feature stories. This second edition is completely
overhauled to reflect the range of print and digital feature formats, and the variety of online, mobile and
traditional media in which they appear. This hands-on guide explains how to generate fresh ideas; research
online and offline; make the most of interviews; sift and sort raw material; structure and write the story;
edit and proofread your work; find the best platform for your story; and pitch your work to editors. 'A wideranging, much-needed master class for anyone who tells true yarns in this fast-changing journalistic
marketplace' - Bruce Shapiro, Columbia University 'Useful and thought provoking' - Margaret Simons,
journalist and author 'A must read for any digital storyteller who wants to write emotive, engaging,
believable content.' - Nidhi Dutt, foreign correspondent
International Companion Encyclopedia of Children's Literature - Peter Hunt 2004-08-02
Children's literature continues to be one of the most rapidly expanding and exciting of interdisciplinary
paul-jennings-round-the-twist

academic studies, of interest to anyone concerned with literature, education, internationalism, childhood or
culture in general. The second edition of Peter Hunt's bestselling International Companion Encyclopedia of
Children's Literature offers comprehensive coverage of the subject across the world, with substantial,
accessible, articles by specialists and world-ranking experts. Almost everything is here, from advanced
theory to the latest practice – from bibliographical research to working with books and children with
special needs. This edition has been expanded and includes over fifty new articles. All of the other articles
have been updated, substantially revised or rewritten, or have revised bibliographies. New topics include
Postcolonialism, Comparative Studies, Ancient Texts, Contemporary Children's Rhymes and Folklore,
Contemporary Comics, War, Horror, Series Fiction, Film, Creative Writing, and 'Crossover' literature. The
international section has been expanded to reflect world events, and now includes separate articles on
countries such as the Baltic states, the Czech and Slovak Republics, Iran, Korea, Mexico and Central
America, Slovenia, and Taiwan.
Successful Australians - Sandy Sturmer 1999
Children, Youth, and International Television - Debbie Olson 2022-03-04
This volume explores how television has been a significant conduit for the public consumption of changing
ideas about children, childhood, and national identity, via a critical examination of programs that
prominently feature children and youth in international television. The chapters connect relevant cultural
attitudes within their respective countries to an analysis of children and/or childhood in international
children’s programming. The collection addresses how international children’s programming in global and
local context informs changing ideas about children and childhood, including notions of individual and
citizen identity formation. Offering new insights into childhood and television studies, this book will be of
great interest to graduate students, scholars, and professionals in television studies, childhood studies,
media studies, cultural studies, popular culture studies, and American studies.
Das Universum – Was unsere Welt zusammenhält - Lucy Hawking 2020-11-23
Der Schlüssel zum Universum Wie ist unser Universum entstanden? Und wie unser Planet Erde? Gibt es da
draußen in fernen Galaxien Lebewesen? Sind Zeitreisen möglich? Und wie wird das Leben auf unserem
Planeten in der Zukunft aussehen? Nie waren diese Fragen von größerer Brisanz als heute. Dieser Band
versammelt spannende Essays von führenden Wissenschaftlern, darunter Stephen Hawking selbst, die
genau diese großen Fragen präzise und leicht verständlich beantworten. Mit zahlreichen faszinierenden
Farbfotos, Schaubildern und Info-Kästen ist dies ein großartiges Kompendium, das junge
Naturwissenschaftler*innen, und solche die es werden wollen, von der ersten bis zur letzten Seite fesselt.
Herausgegeben von Lucy Hawking, der Tochter des berühmten Astrophysikers. Alle Bänder der »Das
Universum«-Reihe: Der geheime Schlüssel zum Universum (Band 1) Die unglaubliche Reise ins Universum
(Band 2) Zurück zum Urknall. Die große Verschwörung (Band 3, nur als Hörbuch zum Download verfügbar)
Das Universum – Was unsere Welt zusammenhält (Band 4) Alle Bücher können unabhängig voneinander
gelesen werden.
Untwisted: The Story of My Life - Paul Jennings 2020-09-29
Honest, insightful, funny - a brilliant memoir about writing and teaching and life from one of Australia's
most loved children's authors. In the telling of his own tale, children's author and screenwriter Paul
Jennings demonstrates how seemingly small events can combine into a compelling drama. As if assembling
the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle he puts together fragments, memories and anecdotes to reveal the portrait of
a complex and weathered soul. The accounts of the trials and joys of turning his stories into episodes of the
television program Round The Twist will be of special interest to the millions of fans of this series.
Untwisted is revealing, moving and very funny. Paul Jennings has crafted perhaps his most masterful story
yet ...the story of his life.
Unbelievable! - Paul Jennings 1994-06-06
Unbelievable? Maybe. But I'm telling you it's true. The crusher had pushed all the air out of my lungs. It
was squeezing me tighter and tighter. I knew I had only seconds to live. Believe it or not . . .A kid can grow
younger. Birds can bury you. Ghosts have exams. There are eyes in the milk. From the one and only Paul
Jennings
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A Different Land - Paul Jennings 2020-04
A story of new beginnings in a new land, and a surprising, heartwarming companion to A Different Boy and
A Different Dog.
Unbearable! - Paul Jennings 1994-06-06
It's unbearable . . . The bird's perch is swinging to and fro and hitting me on the nose. I can see my eye in
its little mirror. Unbearably weird . . . You have the foulest feet ever. There are flies for lunch. A goat
swallows your opal. And you have lived before.
Das Wundermittel - Roald Dahl 2001

Prinzessin undercover – Geheimnisse - Connie Glynn 2018-07-25
»Ich wollte immer nur eins: keine Prinzessin mehr sein. Und dann lande ich in einem Zimmer mit einem
Mädchen, das von Prinzessinnen besessen ist!« Ellie ist eine echte Prinzessin, die sich nichts mehr
wünscht, als ein normales Leben zu führen. Lottie ist ein ganz normales Mädchen, das sich nichts mehr
wünscht, als Prinzessin zu sein. Als sich ausgerechnet diese beiden im Internat Rosewood Hall ein Zimmer
teilen müssen, liegt die Lösung auf der Hand: Sie tauschen heimlich die Rollen. Doch in Rosewood ist auch
sonst nicht jeder, wer er zu sein scheint, und eine Geheimorganisation hat es auf die Prinzessin abgesehen
– ohne zu wissen, welche nun die echte ist ... Nur mit Mut, Entschlossenheit und absoluter Loyalität können
die Freundinnen sich gegenseitig retten. Denn Prinzessin ist mehr als ein Titel – Prinzessin bist du im
Herzen! Alle Bände der Serie Prinzessin undercover: Band 1: Geheimnisse Band 2: Enthüllungen Band 3:
Entscheidungen Band 4: Hoffnungen Band 5: Versprechen (erscheint im Sommer 2022)
Trickiest Stories - Paul Jennings 2008-09-29
Children all over the world can't resist the special magic of a Paul Jennings story - for over twenty years he
has entertained and enthralled young readers. This special collection of Paul's trickiest stories proves yet
again that he is the master of unexpected twists and turns!
Uncanny! - Paul Jennings 1994-06-06
Uncanny! I stared at Dad's eyes through the gas mask and remembered our handshake. A deal is a deal.
With pounding heart, I walked into the soggy, wet mouth of the dead whale. It's uncanny . . . turning into a
dung beetle, catching someone else's tattoos, being in bed with a ghost who tickles, seeing a flying dog.
Die Monster sind los! - Paul Jennings 2004

Unreal Collection! - Paul Jennings 2015-11-18
The Paul Jennings phenomenon began with the publication of Unreal! in 1985. Thirty years and nine million
books later, young readers all around the world continue to devour his stories. In this special volume, Paul
has personally selected 30 tales from his entire collection to mark the occasion of the 30th anniversary of
his first book. You'll find a girl made of ice, a dog who digs holes in the cemetery, a see-through boy, magic
lipstick, a haunted toilet, a lie detector at school, two musical spirits who try to save a lighthouse - and lots,
lots more. Unbelievable, unmentionable and uncanny, these classic stories will surprise you, leave you
tongue-tied, spook you, make you cry and have you laughing out loud.
Puffin good reading guide for children - 2006-05-09
A comprehensive guide to fiction in English for readers aged four to sixteen The Good Reading Guide for
Children is divided into three sections to suit every age group has entries listing over 1000 books is divided
into categories with cross-references so that children can read more in genres they like includes both
classics as well as the best of contemporary works includes books from all over the world. With an
introduction by Ruskin Bond, India's best known children's writer in English, The Good Reading Guide is an
invaluable resource for children who love books, as well as for parents and friends looking for the right
book for the young people in their lives.
Australian National Bibliography - 1978

How Hedley Hopkins Did a Dare... - Paul Jennings 2005-05-03
Hedley Hopkins has a few problems: he is the new kid at school, straight off the boat from England in the
1950s. The only friends he has made are the kids at the Loony Bin especially bald headed, long armed
Victor. But if he could just fulfil a dare and dig out the hideous skull hidden in a grave in the sand dunes, he
could impress the bullies at school and become their friend. But Hedley is not so sure. Weird things are
happening to his body. Is he being punished for his terrible actions? And if his uptight parents ever found
out what he was up to, they might blow up. Full-moon murderers, an open grave, religious conversions and
sexual awakening meld sometimes poignantly, sometimes hilariously in this riveting, stunningly original
account of growing up in 1950s Australia. This coming of age tale is Paul Jennings at his very best!
A Different Boy - Paul Jennings 2019-04
"If you've got a bad deal," Anton's father used to say, "get out of it and move on." When he finds himself in a
cruel orphanage Anton does just that, and hides on an ocean liner. Fear and desperation are his only
companions, and this time there is no escape. Or is there? Two other passengers have secrets of their own.
When nothing is what it seems, can they help each other? Or will they sink into a sea of troubles? You'll
never know. Until the last page.
Ruby Redfort – Schneller als Feuer - Lauren Child 2014-08-21
Super-intelligent, super-clever, super-sympathisch ... Super-Ruby! Ruby Redfort, die jüngste Geheimagentin
der Welt, löst ihren dritten Fall. Die Geheimdienstorganisation Spektrum schickt Ruby zu einem
Survivaltraining in die Berge. Wissbegierig saugt Ruby alles in sich auf, was man über Bären, Wölfe und
das Überleben in der Wildnis wissen muss. Sie ahnt nicht, dass sie gerade dieses Wissen in Lebensgefahr
bringen wird ... Auch in dritten Band überzeugt Lauren Child mit witzigen Dialogen, spannender Handlung
und einem originellen Plot – rundum intelligente Unterhaltung für clevere Mädchen!

A Different Dog - Paul Jennings 2018-06
The forest is dense and dark. And the trail full of unexpected perils. The dog can't move. The boy can't talk.
And you won't know why. Or where you are going. You will put this story down not wanting the journey to
end. But it's from Paul Jennings so watch out for the ambush. One of the best. From one of the best.
Uncovered! - Paul Jennings 1995-11-01
I'm Uncovered . . . I try to hide my nakedness with my hand. But it doesn't work. Everyone can see. Also on
show . . . Bad rabbit habits. Rapt – in toilet paper. Birds with teeth. A live face on the wall.
Was war es? - Fitz James O'Brien 2014-05-05
"Geschichten für schlaflose Nächte" bietet Ihnen die schönsten, gruseligsten, unheimlichsten und
atemberaubendsten Kurzgeschichten der okkulten und übernatürlichen Belletristik. Klassiker des Horror-,
Geister- und Mystery-Genres erwachen hier zu neuem Leben. Band 1: Was war es? In der 26th Street in
New York steht ein Haus, in dem es zu spuken scheint. Nichtsdestotrotz zieht eine Alterspension dort ein.
Während die Bewohner nur darauf warten, wann sich wohl der erste Geist zeigt, diskutieren zwei der
Pensionäre darüber, was wohl der ultimative aller Schrecken sei. Keiner von beiden hatte eine Ahnung,
dass dieser sich noch in derselben Nacht offenbaren sollte ....
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